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Abstract
We consider the eigenvalue problem in the max-plus algebra for matrices in
fÿ1[ Rgnn but with eigenvectors in Rn. The problem is relaxed to a linear optimi-
zation (LO) problem of which the dual problem is solved by finding a maximal average
weight circuit in the graph of the matrix. The Floyd–Warshall procedure is used to find
such a circuit. This procedure also provides an ecient algorithm for finding an
eigenvector. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 90B10; 93B60; 90C05
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1. Introduction
We consider the eigenvalue problem
Ax  kx 1
in the max-plus algebra. This problem is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem
in the conventional algebra (the real numbers with the operations multiplication
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and addition), except for the fact that the conventional multiplication is re-
placed by addition and the conventional addition by maximization. Hence (1)
reads, components-wise,
max
16 j6 n
aij  xj  k xi; 16 i6 n; 2
where aij are the elements of A. We allow some of the entries in the given
matrix A to be void. It will be convenient to define aij  ÿ1 for void entries, as
is usual in the literature on the max-plus algebra. This eigenvalue problem has
been studied extensively in [5]; see [2,3,7], for more recent results in the max-
plus algebra. In some of these publications one also allows components of
vector x in the eigenvalue problem to assume the value ÿ1, but we will not
do this. In other words, we will look for finite solutions (i.e.,
xi 2 R; i  1; . . . ; n) of the eigenvalue problem. The current paper oers a new
proof of the existence of (finite) eigenvectors and a new algorithm for the
calculation of maximal average weight circuits.
Eq. (2) allows the following ‘physical’ interpretation. Consider the situation
of a railway company that looks for a train schedule with the property that at
each railway station the trains leaving from this station all have the same de-
parture times. Now let each xj denote a departure time at station j and aij the
travel time from j to i. If a direct rail connection from j to i does not exist, then
we set aij  ÿ1. A regular time table is supposed and hence xj  kl;
k  1; 2; . . . ; where l is the (positive) interdeparture time, are departure times
as well. Then a train leaving from station j at time xj arrives at station i
at time aij  xj. The trains leave again from station i at time l xi. Thus
allowing a traveler to transfer at station i yields aij  xj6 l xi. Hence, if
x  x1; x2; . . . ; xn is some departure time vector, then the vector
x le : x1  l; x2  l; . . . ; xn  l is a ‘good’ departure vector only if
aij  xj6 l xi; 16 i; j6 n: 3
Note that these inequalities are satisfied if x satisfies (2) and l  k. Clearly
(2) is stronger than (3): if (2) holds then for each i there exists at least one j for
which (3) is tight. We conclude that by solving the eigenvalue problem (1) we
obtain a departure time vector x such that the vectors x kk, with k integer,
provide a ‘good’ train schedule.
2. The eigenvalue problem as a maximal circulation problem
Our aim is to find a vector x 2 Rn and k 2 R such that (2) holds. It is natural
to define the associated network as NA : V ;E, where V : f1; 2; . . . ; ng, a set
of nodes, and E : fj; i : aij > ÿ1g, a set of arcs. Thus the arcs j; i in NA
correspond to the nonvoid entries aij in A and NA arises from the full network
on V by deleting the arcs corresponding to void entries in A.
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We may restate (2) as
max
j;j;i2E
aij  xj ÿ xi  k; 16 i6 n: 4
We start by considering the relaxed system
max
j;i2E
aij  xj ÿ xi  k: 5
We approach this problem by considering instead the linear optimization
(LO) problem
min
x;k
fk : aij  xi ÿ xj6 k; j; i 2 Eg; 6
which can be written as
min
x;k
fk : k xi ÿ xj P aij; j; i 2 Eg: 7
Obviously, if x and k solve (7) then x and k also satisfy the relaxed ei-
genvalue problem (5). The dual problem of (7), see [8], is obtained by asso-
ciating to each inequality constraint k xi ÿ xj P aij in (7) a nonnegative
variable yij and reads as follows:
max
P
j;i2E
aijyij
s:t:
P
j;i2E
yij  1;P
j;j;i2E
yij 
P
j;j;i2E
yji; 16 i6 n;
yij P 0; j; i 2 E:
8
This problem can be considered as a circulation flow problem in the network
NA with costs aij assigned to arc j; i and with yij denoting the flow value on arc
j; i. The constraint Pj;j;i2E yij Pj;j;i2E yji represents flow conservation in
node i. The constraint
P
j;i2E yij  1 is a normalizing constraint.
Below we use some notations related to a (directed) circuit C in NA. First, the
length of C is simply the number of arcs in C, denoted as lC. The weight wC
is defined as the sum of the coecients aij belonging to arcs j; i in C and the
average weight of C as wC divided by lC. The incidence matrix vC (with
size n n) of C is defined in the natural way: vCij : 1 if j; i belongs to C
and otherwise vCij : 0. The matrix vC is nonnegative and obviously
satisfies the flow conservation constraints. Dividing vC by lC we get
yC : vC
lC ; 9
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which, next to the flow conservation constraints, also satisfies the normalizing
constraints.
Lemma 1. The dual problem (8) is feasible if and only if NA contains a (directed)
circuit.
Proof. If NA contains a circuit C then yC, as defined in (9), is dual feasible. On
the other hand, if y is dual feasible then y represents a circulation flow on NA,
and such a circulation can exist only if NA contains a circuit. 
Since (8) is obtained from relaxing (4) it follows that the existence of at least
one circuit in NA is a necessary condition for problem (4) to have a solution.
From now on we assume that NA contains a circuit.
Assumption 1. NA contains a (directed) circuit.
We let k denote the (common) optimal value of (7) and (8).
Lemma 2. k is equal to the maximal average weight of all circuits in NA.
A proof of this lemma is given by Bapat in [4, p. 8] and by Rothblum et al. in
[11, p. 259]. Although Bapat assumes irreducibility, the proof still holds for the
weaker Assumption 1.
Lemma 3. For any (finite) solution x; k of (4) one has k  k
Also this lemma is proven by Bapat in [4, p. 5]. Again, Bapat’s assumption
of irreducibility can be replaced by Assumption 1.
Corollary 1. If the matrix A has an eigenvalue then this eigenvalue is unique.
It should be remarked that we have uniqueness of the eigenvalue because we
require the eigenvectors to be finite. If also eigenvectors with void entries are
allowed, dierent eigenvalues might exist (see [2]).
In the sequel any circuit C with maximal average weight is called a critical
circuit with respect to A. As above, the corresponding optimal solution of the
dual problem is denoted as yC; its average weight is denoted by k.
3. Finding a critical circuit
In this section we deal with a method that finds a critical circuit in the net-
work NA corresponding to a given matrix n n matrix A. We start with a lemma.
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Lemma 4. Let C be any circuit in NA and l the average weight of C. Then C is
not critical with respect to A if and only if there exists a circuit C0 that has
positive weight with respect to A0 : Aÿ lJ , where J denotes the all-one matrix.
Proof. The circuit is not critical with respect to A if and only if there exists a
dierent circuit C0 such that
l  wC
lC <
wC0
lC0 : 10
This is equivalent to
wC0 ÿ llC0
lC0 > 0: 11
Since the left-hand side expression is exactly the average weight of C0 with
respect to the matrix Aÿ lJ , the lemma follows. 
The above lemma suggests a procedure to find a critical circuit in NA. We
start by choosing a lower bound l for k. For this we can take l  maxi2V aii if
the diagonal of A is not void; otherwise we may use l  minj;i2E aij, because
the average weight of a circuit cannot be smaller. Then we check (see below)
whether there exists a circuit C with positive weight with respect to Aÿ lJ . If
this is the case we increase l to the average weight of C (with respect to A) and
restart the procedure. This is repeated until there are no circuits having positive
weight with respect to A0 : Aÿ lJ . The lemma then implies that k  l and
the zero weight circuits with respect to Aÿ lJ are precisely the critical circuits
in NA.
A possible way to detect the existence of circuits having positive weight is
provided by the well-known Floyd–Warshall procedure; see [1,6]. This proce-
dure can easily be adapted so that it generates paths of maximal weight from
each node to each node in a given network. The (adapted) Floyd–Warshall
procedure goes as follows. Starting with A0 : A we successively construct
matrices A1;A2; . . . ;An by defining
Aki; j : maxAkÿ1i; j;Akÿ1i; k  Akÿ1k; j; k  1; 2; . . . ; n: 12
The i; j entry of Ak can be interpreted as the maximum weight of all paths
from j to i of length k  1 via nodes in f1; . . . ; kg. Thus the i; j entry of An is
the maximum weight of all paths from j to i of length n 1.
If we apply this procedure to the matrix A0 : Aÿ lJ and if there exists no
positive circuits with respect to A0 : Aÿ lJ (i.e., when l  k), then the (i; j)-
entry of A0n is equal to the maximum weight of any path from j to i (hence, A
0
n
equals A0 as defined in [2]). The nodes lying on a critical circuit are exactly
those i for which A0ni; i  0.
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Let us now consider the more complicated case that there exists a positive
circuit with respect to A0 (i.e. when l < k). The existence of such a circuit is
detected by the Floyd–Warshall procedure as soon as a diagonal entry in one
of the matrices A0k becomes positive. This circuit, C say, can be found by
backtracking the Floyd–Warshall procedure, starting from the node corre-
sponding to the positive diagonal entry (see [1]). We replace l by the average
weight of C with respect to A and restart the Floyd–Warshall procedure on the
updated matrix Aÿ lJ .
It may be noted that the procedure described above for the detection of a
critical circuit is equivalent to the algorithm for solving the Minimum Mean
Cycle Problem, as described in [1, pp. 152–154]. There one can also find a
survey of other algorithms, including a discussion of the computational
complexity of these algorithms. The best available time bound is
Ominmn;m np lognC, where n is the number of nodes in NA, m the
number of arcs and C the largest absolute value of the cost coecients aij. The
two bounds in the expression are due to Karp [9] and Orlin and Ahuja [10],
respectively. In particular, it should be mentioned that the Floyd–Warshall
algorithm to obtain A0n is faster than the algorithm for A
0 in [2].
4. Solution of the eigenvalue problem
Our final task is to find an eigenvector x, or detect its nonexistence. In [4] it
is suggested that any (finite) solution x; k of the relaxed eigenvalue problem
(5) provides an eigenvector. This is not true in general as the following counter
example shows: Consider the matrix
A  2 3
3 4
 
:
Vector x  0 0T and k  4 solves (5), but this vector x is not an eigenvector of
matrix A. In this section, we give a necessary and sucient condition for the
existence of an eigenvector and we show that an eigenvector can be found (if it
exists) by using Floyd–Warshall.
Lemma 5. An eigenvector x which solves (4) can exist only if for every
i 2 V there exists a path in NA from a node on a critical circuit to the node i.
Proof. Starting from (4) we have for every node i at least one node j with
j; i 2 E such that aij  xj ÿ xi  k. Applying this iteratively results in a path of
infinite length to the node we started the iteration from, say node i. Since the
total number of nodes in NA is finite this path must contain a circuit. For each
arc of this circuit the above mentioned equality holds. Hence, this circuit is a
critical circuit. Thus a path from this critical circuit to node i exists. 
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Assumption 2. For every i 2 V there exists a path in NA from a node on a
critical circuit to the node i.
Note that this assumption can be verified immediately from the final matrix
A0n generated by the Floyd–Warshall procedure. This matrix reveals all critical
circuits and all nodes lying on critical circuits; these are precisely the nodes
whose columns in A0n have a zero on the diagonal. The assumption is fulfilled if
and only if every row of A0n has a nonvoid entry on at least one of these ‘critical
columns’.
We denote the critical circuits by Ck where k runs through an index set K
whose cardinality is equal to the number of critical circuits. For each k 2 K we
choose a node rk on Ck. We call rk the reference node for the critical circuit Ck.
Moreover, for each node i we define
xki : maximum weigth of all paths in N 0A from rk to i; i 2 V : 13
If there exists no path from rk to i then the corresponding entry of xk will be
taken ÿ1. Note that xk is just the column in the matrix A0n corresponding to
the node rk. Due to Assumption 2, for each i at least one k 2 K exists such that
a path exists from rk to i, i.e. such that x
k
i is finite.
Now let L be any nonempty subset of K. For any such subset we define
xLi : maxfxki : k 2 Lg; i 2 V : 14
Note that xLi is simply the maximal weight of all paths from one of the
reference nodes rk, with k 2 L, to i.
Theorem 1. If L is such that the vector xLis finite then xL is a solution of the
eigenvalue problem (4).
Proof. The definition of xL immediately implies that
a0ij  xLj 6 xLi ; j; i 2 E; 15
since a0ij  xLj represents the maximal weight of all paths from one of the ref-
erence nodes in L to i that goes via j, whereas xLi is the maximal weight of all
paths from one of the reference nodes in L to i.
Fixing i, let the largest weight path from a reference node to i start at r, thus
xLi  xri . A path of maximal weight from r to i in N 0A either consists of the single
arc r; i or of a maximal weight path from r to j and an arc j; i with j 6 r.
Thus we have
xri  max a0ir; max
j2Vÿr;j;i2E
fa0ij  xrj g
 
: 16
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Since r lies on a critical circuit we have xrr  0. Thus we may write
a0ir  a0ir  xrr . Substituting this in (16) we obtain
xri  max
j2V ;j;i2E
fa0ij  xrj g: 17
By definition of xL we have xrj 6 xLj , together with x
r
i  xLi we obtain
xLi 6 max
j2V ;j;i2E
fa0ij  xLj g: 18
Combining (15) and (18) gives
max
j2V ;j;i2E
a0ij  xLj   xLi ; i 2 V : 19
Now (19) can be restated as A0xL  xL, where A0  Aÿ kJ , and thus we obtain
AxL  kxL, proving the theorem. 
Corollary 2. Assumption 2 is a sufficient condition for (4) to have a finite solution.
After all, by Assumption 2 the vector xL is finite if L  K. It may be clear
that xL may also be finite for smaller subsets of K.
5. An example
Consider the following matrix:
A 
4 ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ 4
2 5 1 ÿ ÿ ÿ
ÿ ÿ ÿ 6 ÿ ÿ
ÿ ÿ 8 3 ÿ ÿ
9 ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ
ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ 8 3
26666664
37777775:
As a first guess for the maximum cycle mean of NA we take the maximum
entry on the diagonal of A, thus l  a22  5. Next we apply the Floyd–War-
shall procedure to the matrix Aÿ 5J . After three iterations we find a positive
entry on the diagonal:
Aÿ 5J3 
ÿ1 ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ1
ÿ3 0 ÿ4 ÿ3 ÿ ÿ4
ÿ ÿ ÿ 1 ÿ ÿ
ÿ ÿ 3 4 ÿ ÿ
4 ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ 3
ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ3 2
26666664
37777775:
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There is a circuit containing node 4 of weight 4. Indeed we have a circuit
4! 3! 4 which has circuit mean 7 with respect to A. We therefore proceed
with l  7 and repeat the Floyd–Warshall procedure to the matrix Aÿ 7J .
This time all diagonal entries remain nonpositive:
Aÿ 7J6 
0 ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ2 ÿ3
ÿ5 ÿ2 ÿ6 ÿ7 ÿ7 ÿ8
ÿ ÿ 0 ÿ1 ÿ ÿ
ÿ ÿ 1 0 ÿ ÿ
2 ÿ ÿ ÿ 0 ÿ1
3 ÿ ÿ ÿ 1 0
26666664
37777775:
The zero diagonal entries of Aÿ 7J6 give us the critical nodes. It turns out
that NA has two critical circuits: 4! 3! 4 and 1! 5! 6! 1. Application
of Theorem 1 yields the following six eigenvectors:
xf1;3g 
0
ÿ5
0
1
2
3
2666666664
3777777775
; xf5;3g 
ÿ2
ÿ6
0
1
0
1
2666666664
3777777775
; xf6;3g 
ÿ3
ÿ6
0
1
ÿ1
0
2666666664
3777777775
;
xf1;4g 
0
ÿ5
ÿ1
0
2
3
2666666664
3777777775
; xf5;4g 
ÿ2
ÿ7
ÿ1
0
0
1
2666666664
3777777775
; xf6;4g 
ÿ3
ÿ7
ÿ1
0
ÿ1
0
2666666664
3777777775
:
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